
Solar Roof Vent Fan to Mount on Metal Sheet Roofing Top 

Before you start the installation for this solar roof fan, please prepare the following tools: 

• Ladder  • Permanent Marker & a dia. 12'' or 14'' Paperboard  • Reciprocating Saw  • Power Drill

• Rivet  • Rivet Clippers  • Caulk Gun with Waterproof Roofing Sealant

7 Steps Installation Instruction 

It is advised that you prepare the mounting hole prior to bringing the fan up on the roof.  

Always secure the fan on the roof to avoid injury or having the fan slide off the roof and get damaged. 

Step 1. Choose a position and Draw a 12'' or 14'' circle as the fan's ventilation hole, 

then Cut out this hole as its venting mouth 

Step 2. Position your solar fan upon the hole, and Mark the fixing points onto fan's bottom plate 

warm tips: 

2.1 When do these markers, please mark on the place where fan bottom is touching the metal sheet's ridges. 

2.2 Pre-drill some holes on fan bottom through those marked holes. 

2.3 Through the holes on fan bottom, remark all fixing points onto metal sheet. 



Solar Roof Vent Fan to Mount on Metal Sheet Roofing Top 

Step 3. Take away the solar fan and Puncture holes through those marked points on metal sheet 

Step 4. Secure your solar fan with rivets & rivet clippers, by puncturing the rivets through all drilled holes in step 3 

Step 5. Apply waterproof sealant on 2 sides of fan's bottom plate and attach with metal bars 

warm tips: 

5.1 Prepare 2 metal bars with curve profile matching with the metal sheet's. 

5.2 Make use of the waterproof sealant to glue tight the metal bars on fan's bottom plate. 



Solar Roof 

Step 6. Spray waterproof sealant onto the metal bars

6.1 If you don't use additional metal bars 
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pray waterproof sealant onto the metal bars' bottom to prevent water

warm tips: 

 to help prevent water leaking, you can simply fill the empty space between fan's

building roof's metal sheet with sufficient waterproof sealant

two braces from between solar panel & its regulating plate,

install them and set up the angle for solar panel 

warm tips: 

he product has the solar panel adjustment design at 3 angles:

set the angle properly to have it capture most direct sunlight in your area.

fan also has a horizontal adjustment platform design for the solar panel turning from 1°to 180°

regulate the solar panel direction for it to enjoy all-day sunbath

The fan’s solar panel should be adjusted to maximize exposure to the sun’s path during the day

optimal adjustment is to have the panel 90° to the midday path of the sun.

THANK YOU! 
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If you have a question, please contact us 062-787-2666 or visit www.dwacool.com


